
PROCESS AND MEMORY MANAGMENT

5. Processes and Memory Management â€“ Process Abstraction. Logical Separation of Processes. Kernel Address
Space for a Process. Process descriptor.

The computer is able to change only data that is in main memory. Segmentation Segmentation is a memory
management technique in which each job is divided into several segments of different sizes, one for each
module that contains pieces that perform related functions. Let there be two blocks of memory available of
size K followed by a block size K. Relocatable partitions are able to be compacted to provide larger chunks of
contiguous physical memory. The linker combines the object program with other necessary object modules
into an absolute program, which also includes logical addresses. The operating system takes care of mapping
the logical addresses to physical addresses at the time of memory allocation to the program. The user program
deals with virtual addresses; it never sees the real physical addresses. Let us assume that the user process is of
size KB and on a standard hard disk where swapping will take place has a data transfer rate around 1 MB per
second. For example, if the base register value is , then an attempt by the user to use address location will be
dynamically reallocated to location  Is Best-Fit really best? The combined scheme is known as 'Page the
Elements'. Partitioned allocation: Memory is divided in different blocks or partitions. To make compaction
feasible, relocation should be dynamic. When the process terminates, the partition becomes available for
another process. Virtual and physical addresses differ in execution-time address-binding scheme. The word
main is used to distinguish it from external mass storage devices such as disk drives. At the time of loading,
with static loading, the absolute program and data is loaded into memory in order for execution to start. Each
segment is actually a different logical address space of the program. Application memory management
combines two related tasks, known as allocation and recycling. Then K and 50K are allocated to remaining left
out partitions. When dynamic linking is used, it is not required to link the actual module or library with the
program, rather a reference to the dynamic module is provided at the time of compilation and linking.
Operating system uses the following memory allocation mechanism. So the logical address is divided into
following 3 parts : Segment numbers S. For example, see below exercise. For each segment, the table stores
the starting address of the segment and the length of the segment. A process is divided into segments and
individual segments have pages. Segments require hardware support in the form of a segment table which
usually contains the physical address of the segment in memory, its size, and other data such as access
protection bits and status swapped in, swapped out, etc. Though performance is usually affected by swapping
process but it helps in running multiple and big processes in parallel and that's the reason Swapping is also
known as a technique for memory compaction. Memory is divided into several fixed size partitions. Addresses
in a segmented system usually consist of the segment id and an offset relative to the segment base address,
defined to be offset zero. Paging is a memory management mechanism that allows the physical address space
of a process to be non-contagious. Due to equal size of the pages and frames, swapping becomes very easy.
Page table requires extra memory space, so may not be good for a system having small RAM. Each process is
allocated accroding to the requirment. Fragmentation Fragmentation occurs in a dynamic memory allocation
system when most of the free blocks are too small to satisfy any request. Each logical address must be less
than the limit register. In such situation processes are loaded and removed from the memory. So, first fit can
handle requests. Paging A solution to fragmentation problem is Paging. First Fit: K request is allocated from K
block, 50K is left out. Segmented memory management[ edit ] Main article: Memory segmentation Segmented
memory is the only memory management technique that does not provide the user's program with a "linear
and contiguous address space. The operating system maintains a segment map table for every process and a
list of free memory blocks along with segment numbers, their size and corresponding memory locations in
main memory. Similarly, main memory is divided into small fixed-sized blocks of physical memory called
frames and the size of a frame is kept the same as that of a page to have optimum utilization of the main
memory and to avoid external fragmentation.


